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Pure Luxury
Experience pure luxury at Rahaa, situated in the vibrant 
Laamu Atoll, complimenting the history and culture of 
the Maldives through architecture, design, experiences 
and remarkable service. Rahaa warmly welcomes guests 
from all parts of the world including couples, 
honeymooners, families, friends, adventurers, leisure 
travelers as well.

Getting to us
Your journey to us begins with a picturesque flight of 
about thirty-five minutes, where you can gaze upon a 
scenery of the unique Maldivian archipelago. As you land, 
you will be guided to our speed boat, which will reach the 
resort shortly. A short stroll with our hosts at Rahaa will 
lead you to our very own “Harugé” reception.

Recreation & Exploration
Experience the underwater world with our dive centre’s trained experts, across unexplored reefs and marine life near 
the resort. Being a part of Laamu’s underwater life with a variety of marine species, on occasion manta rays and 
other magnificent creatures is truly an experience of a lifetime. The dive centre and watersports also offer excursions 
above water, to test your luck to find dolphins, visit sandbanks to see and experience local island lifestyles.

Whether you’re a thrill-seeking adrenaline junkie or the relaxed explorer in the ocean, you will enjoy a range of 
watersports activities that suit your vibe. Hover over the lagoon’s crystal clear waters on stand-up paddle 
boards/canoes, speed across on a jetski or far up above in the sky on your very own parasailing journey.

Villas
The pristine environment of Rahaa envelops visitors, creating a sense of belonging, a sense of being at home, and 
being at one with the surroundings. Interwoven with the environment, each of our villas fuses local materials 
withcontemporary flourishes, with interiors designed to maximize sensual discovery in a setting of ultimate comfort 
and privacy. Enjoy generous terraces that are positioned to maximize shade, breeze, views and privacy, allowing for 
total immersion in nature.

Lake View Villa - 75sqm (68 units)
Facing the pristine salt water lake, the beachfront lake view 
villas feature a sumptuous overlooking the beach and lake with 
daybed and dining table. Natural materials and colours bring 
the outside in, while suspended lights adds an element of 
playful refinement. By day the villas are light filled, secluded by 
clusters of palms. An indoor bathroom opens to a large outdoor 
bathroom with a garden atrium.

Ocean View Villa - 77sqm (48 units)
In lush foliage flanked by gently swaying palms, these 
beachfront villas are sumptuously furnished. The villas blend 
light and privacy using natural materials and lights suspended 
from ceilings. Outside, there is a spacious terrace with carefully 
positioned day beds which offers panoramic views of the 
ocean.

Rahaa also features...
Island-wide wifi | Business Centre | Kids Club | Fitness Centre | Laundry Service | Airport Transfers | Clinic | Spa | Dive Centre | Watersports | Swimming pool*
*Upcoming late 2019
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Wine & Dine
From all day to private dining at a destination of choice, Rahaa brings 
together the very best local and international ingredients prepared by 
our chefs. Each dish can be complemented by fine wines from our 
cellar, or a selection of champagnes.
Kaagé

The beachfront all-day dining restaurant serves buffet breakfast, Lunch and dinner along 
with themed evenings. With fresh produce from around the world flown in daily, the 
executive chef and his team deliver temptation at every turn with flavorful and healthy 
cuisine in a stunning settings.

Dhirun’Bar

On the water’s edge looking over the breathtaking views of the Indian Ocean, indulgence 
is waiting in a Dhirun’Bar designer cocktail. Dhirun’Bar is a casual bar by day and a vibrant 
cocktail bar by night, complete with mixologist and live DJ against the backdrop of 
spectacular ocean views, where guests can also enjoy a feast creative cuisine served 
fresh to their tables or prepared to their request.

Ko’Bar

The place for swimmers and sunbathers, the pool bar offers drinks and light snacks in the 
daytime which will commence its operation in the late 2019.

Kream

Savor the finest homemade ice cream flavors under a canopy of coconut trees.

In-Villa & Destination Dining

Guests can opt for privacy and personal space and enjoy meals within the comfort of their 
villas around the clock. Rahaa also provides a variety of stylish and distinctly different 
settings together on and off the island options for day and night, with a menu of choice 
and entertainment to suit the occasion.

Events & Occasions
Make your dream “I do” moment come true at Rahaa with 
endless possibilities. Whether you envision extravagant 
celebrations of love or an intimate set-up, we aim to 
make your dream moment a reality.

A hint of every holiday will be felt by our guests at Rahaa 
to ensure all of our multinational guests can plan their 
holiday with them in mind. Inquire with us to see our 
holiday celebration calendar including the activities we 
will carry out.
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